Analysis of strain difference in behavior to Cholecystokinin (CCK) receptor mediated drugs in PVG hooded and Sprague-Dawley rats using elevated plus-maze test apparatus.
This study investigated the behavioral mechanisms underlying the anxiogenic, or anxiolytic mediated effects of CCK(2) receptor mediated agonist (CCK-4) and antagonist drugs (LY225910, LY288513, CR2945) in PVG hooded and Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats using the elevated plus maze test apparatus. In addition, the effects of a CCK(1) antagonist (CR1409) were investigated for its possible mediation in anxiety behavior between PVG hooded and SD rats. PVG hooded rats treated with CCK-4, decreased the time spent in the open arm and increased the time spent in the closed arm and correspondingly showed increase in the number of entries in the open arms while the number of entries in closed arm was insignificant, whereas SD rats decreased the time spent in the closed arm, while other parameters remained insignificant. PVG hooded rats administered with various CCK(2) antagonists (LY225910, LY288513, and CR2945) significantly increased the time spent in the open arm and correspondingly decreased the time spent in the closed arm, while the number of entries in the open or closed arm was insignificant, in contrast, SD rats failed to show any reliable significance. PVG hooded rats administered with the CCK(1) antagonist (CR1409), failed to show any reliable significance, in contrast, SD rats significantly increased the time spent in the open arm. The strain differences observed in this study suggests that CCK plays mainly as a neuromodulator, in which the various CCK(2) antagonists may not affect baseline anxiety state, but instead they modulate heightened states of anxiety through differential effects of CCK(1)/CCK(2) receptors.